
Evan’s has built a reputation in his home county, and of course elsewhere, for stringing records. We 
understand that it is unlikely any rarities that he reports will be accepted, unless supported by an 
independent witness. There are too many examples of strings in an attempt to have the highest county year 
list total, or of course to massage his own ego; even then he is falling short. With repeated evidence of 
disclosing breeding sites on social media of protected species, he is now excluded where possible of these 
sightings and even rare migrants in the county. Communication in his own county is now practically non 
existent.

Evans Bucks life list ( 260) is brought into question by the record keepers since he published it on line at 
https://www.goingbirding.co.uk/bucks/listbreakdown.asp?year=0&observer_id=27&name=Lee%20Evans&type=1

The list is almost totally devoid of dates and locations except for a few recent additions. It is interesting his 2 
Bucks life lists on BUBO are 14 species BOU & 65 species UK400; clearly works in process? It may be of 
course that with his lists for other counties proved to contain, shall we say, inaccuracies, it is deliberately 
sparse as regards details to try and guard against it being challenged. But not impossible ......

There are at least 6 records that are questionable- all accepted sightings of these species are listed 
separately:

1.Manx Shearwater - of the records accepted Evans, could not have seen any of those that were not taken 
into care - they were all flyovers; observer sightings only.

2. Pink Footed Goose - no accepted records to date of this species, assumed to be feral/escape. A record in 
2018 at Gayhurst Quarry is expected to fall in the same category with a known “ regular “ in the area. This 
was on Evan’s list prior to 2018, but interesting he tries to big up the 2018 credentials on his BUBO Bucks 
2018 year list.

3. Montagu’s Harrier - only 3 records all single observer flyovers.

4. Rough Legged Buzzard - 1 accepted record, single observer flyover.

5. Golden Pheasant - all records are released birds.

6. Arctic Skua - 2 single observer flyover records.

It would be helpful if Evan’s could provide dates and locations for the above species and where possible 
witnesses or other corroborative evidence.

Detailed records:

Manx Shearwater
7/9/82: collected by BTO staff (John Marchant, et al)
7/6/83: Andrew Moon
7/7/83: Victor Scott
9/9/94: D Lee, J Lee

All the other records were either of birds found dead or taken to St Tiggywinkles

Pink-footed Goose
There are no records of proven wild birds.

Montagu’s Harrier
26/5/77: don’t know the observer.
7/5/05: Mick McQuaid
15/8/08: Dave Bilcock
Untwitchable flyovers.

Rough-legged Buzzard
1/1/95: M S Hunt
Untwitchable



Golden Pheasant
All records are of releases.

Arctic Skua
28/8/83: Crispin Fisher
23/8/85: C E Tack
Both untwitchable.


